Abstract: Management and efficiency of cryptography is not only based on the layer of cryptosystem but also on the generation of keys and exchange of this key"s. One of the mostly used algorithm in today"s cryptosystem is RSA for public key cryptography. But the problem with such cryptosystem is the part of key generation and key exchange. We know that ones the secure key is loss or regenerated this cryptosystem fails. To overcome this problem we want to suggest a different kind of cryptosystem, A Cryptosystem without any key. In this paper we suggest the combination of Magic Rectangle Generation Algorithm (MRGA) with Stenography is being proposed in this work. It is helpful to reduce the time and space to generate and store the different secure keys. This Magic rectangles are formed evenly on the basic of their seed number, row number, column number, start number, row sum and column sum. The generated encrypted text is very difficult to trace as value for row and column sum is very difficult to be traced. And with addition of Stenography it is very difficult to access by any middle man. The proposed work introduces another way of designing security without the use of key and overcoming the weakness of public key cryptosystems such as RSA, ElGAMAL etc. Encrypted file generated by this method will be completely different form the original plain text file and can be transfer securely over the internet.
I. INTRODUCTION
We have seen that over the past few years an increase in demand of data communication over the internet. Due to data communication over the internet it is very important that the data should be securely transmitted, means increase in security level. Therefore, secure transmission is done in the presence of the third party, through cryptography. There are two technique through which we can transfer our data securely symmetric and asymmetric key. Symmetric key cryptosystem is the technique in which sender and receiver require the same key that is used to encrypt and decrypt the data or message.The main drawback is sender and receiver must exchange a key in a secure way. To overcome this drawback public key cryptosystem is used. In this technique the public key is published to everybody, but the private key is kept secret and thereby this eliminate the exchange of key in a secure way [1] . But, if this private key is somehow cracked or know by the third party. Then the message is decrypted easily. So to overcome this drawback of key generating we are using Magic Rectangle Generation Algorithm (MRGA). In MRGA algorithm it is very difficult to decrypt the message. And we are adding one more level of security by hiding that encrypted message behind the image that is called steganography [2] .
II. RELATED WORK
Gopinath Ganapathy and K Mani [2] enhanced the efficiency by providing additional level of security to the cryptosystem. This approach increased the security due to its complexity in encryption by using the magic square concept. Prasant Sharma, Amit Kumar Gupta et al [3] analysed the speed of RSA public key cryptosystem to reduce the time taken for finding factor for a large number. They proposed new algorithm and its performance was compared with Fermat"s factorization Algorithm and trial division algorithm.Ravi Shankar Dhakar, Amit Kumar Gupta et al [4] improved the security of RSA cryptography algorithm based on additive homomorphic properties. The proposed algorithm is secured based on the factoring problem as well as decisional composite residuosity assumption.
Alaa Hussein Al Hamami et al [5] proposed enhancing the RSA algorithm through the use of additional third prime number in the composition of public and private key.
This will increase the factoring complexity of the variable n, where the process of its analysis with the development of equipment and tools become much easier nowadays. Also itshow"s the analysis of variable n will take a long time in the enhanced method for RSA cryptosystem algorithm and this indicates the increasing complexity in the analysis method.
Sami A Nagar and Saad Alshamma [6] proposed a new method to speed up the implementation of RSA algorithm during data transmission between different communication network and Internet. It introduced a new manner by which instead of exchanging the keys between gateways, the indexes refers to the fields, are getting exchanged. These fields are stored in the tables inside the database before starting to use RSA algorithm.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The methodology of the proposed enhanced securitymodel is described in the following steps.

Construct different singly even magic rectangle of order 16x24 as far as possible which are to be used like ASCII table.  Each character of the plain text is converted into numerals using magic rectangle based on its position in plain text.
The data which will be converted from plain text to chipper text and again to plain text that is called encrypted and decrypted is done using RSA algorithm. Encrypted data is hide behind the images using steganography, algorithm used for steganography is S-DES. 
3.1MAGIC RECTANGLE GENERATION
Magic rectangle is generated through magic square. A magic square of order n are composed such that the sum of all entries along row, column and main diagonal are equal to magic constant of the square. Example Of magic rectangle 4 9 2 3 5 7
The magic constant can be easily calculated by summing the value of 1…..N^2 and dividing by N, the number of rows and columns to find..
For N=4 the magic constant is 34. Magic rectangle is classified into three classes namely odd, doubly even (n is divisible by four) and singly even (n is even but it is not divisible by four). Magic rectangle of order (m*n) is an arrangement of the elements in such a way that the sum of all integers in row and column are equal. The magic rectangle should be singly even.ie, the order of the matrix is even but not divisible by four such as 4x6, 8x12, 16x24 etc. Any order with even can be used in this work. It can be followed only the order 4x6, 8x12, 16x24
etc. The construction of magic rectangle is purely based on rules of magic rectangle or golden rectangle. 
3.1.1GOLDEN RECTANGLE

3.3CREATION OF SINGLY EVEN MAGIC RECTANGLE
In this work, the singly even magic rectangle is generated by using any seed number, starting number and magic sum. The numbers are generated in consecutive order.
Notations used in this work are listed below: 
3.4MAGIC RECTANGLE GENERATION ALGORITHM
The MR algorithm started with the input values Minstart, Massmart, column sum and seed value. The seed value is the 4 bit binary value. If the input seed value is "1" bit, then either row or column of Magic Rectangle is shifted circularly. Otherwise shifting of row or column is not warranted. Implementation of the below algorithm will create four magic rectangles. Finally these four MR are combined together to form the next level of MR by using the following method MRixj=MR(i/2)x(j/2)|| MR(i/2)x(j/2)||MR(i/2)x(j/2)||MR(i/2)x(j/2) 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The MRGA algorithm with steganography is implemented in Java. When the file size is increased, the encryption and decryption time will also be increased proportionately. instead of using ASCII, It takes additional time to generate magic rectangle. The security level of the cipher text is increased by the randomness of the value of magic square. The existing concept of magic square uses only one sum for matrix generation. Both column sum and row sum are used for matrix generation. In the aspect of security enhancement, one more input value called seed value is included. When the magic rectangle is constructed, the rectangle columns are circularly shifted right, Based on the seed value. An efficient steganographic method for embedding secret messages into cover images without producing any major changes has been accomplishedthrough Hash-LSB method. In this work, a new way of hiding information in an image with less variation in image bits have been created, which makes our technique secure and more efficient.
